
City of Rochester Hills Street Lighting Policy

Section 1. Title and Purpose 

This policy shall be known as the "The City of Rochester Hills Street Lighting Policy", 
hereinafter referred to as "this policy." The purposes of this policy are to protect the 
health, safety, and welfare of the residents of The City of Rochester Hills (hereinafter 
referred to as the "City"); to provide for a rational means of prioritizing and planning for 
the expenditure of tax dollars for street light improvements; to process requests for street 
lights in a fair and efficient manner, and to ensure that new street lights installed with 
local tax dollars will be sited for reasons of public health and safety based on the greatest 
demonstrated public need. 

Section 2. Overview 

As a general policy, the City of Rochester Hills shall manage the illumination of City 
Public Streets or Roads where it is deemed in the interest of public health, safety, and 
welfare of the City to located street lights along roads under certain conditions where 
such lighting achieves public benefit of justifying public expenditure. 

Street lighting shall be managed to aid in the safe passage of motor vehicles on public 
streets or roads and pedestrian traffic at street intersections and other pedestrian 
infrastructure. 

Street lighting shall be managed within the means of the municipality.  Therefore, the 
intent of the policy is to provide a level of street lighting that is both affordable and 
adequate for vehicular and pedestrian traffic. 

Under certain conditions, street lighting can produce economic returns such as, but not 
limited to, increased nighttime business, reduction in personal injuries, fatalities, and 
property damage, and other social costs. 

Section 3. Applicability 

This policy applies to all requests for placement of streetlights within the City’s public 
right-of-way. 

Section 4. Effective Date 

This policy shall become effective when adopted by a majority vote of the members of 
City Council at any regular City Council meeting. 

Section 5. Amendments 

A proposal for an amendment to this policy may be initiated by: 



A. The Advisory Traffic and Safety Board, by a majority 
vote of the Board;    
B. The City Council, upon consultation with the Advisory 
Traffic and Safety Board; 
C. An individual, through a request to the Advisory Traffic 
and Safety Board; or 

This policy may be amended only by the procedure required for its original enactment. 
 
Section 6. Availability 
A certified copy of this policy shall be filed with the City Clerk and shall be accessible to 
any member of the public. Copies shall be made available to the public, at a reasonable 
cost to the person making the request during normal City Office business hours. Notice of 
the availability of this policy shall be posted. 
 
Section 7. Severability 
Should any section or part of a section or any provision of this policy be declared by the 
courts to be unconstitutional or invalid, such declaration shall not affect the validity of 
the policy as a whole or any part thereof other than the part so declared to be 
unconstitutional or invalid. 
 
Section 8. Conflict with Other Ordinances or Jurisdictions 
Whenever a provision of this policy conflicts with or is inconsistent with another 
provision of this policy or any other ordinance, regulation, or statute, the more restrictive 
provision shall apply. Any application approved under this policy does not exempt the 
street light from other state or local laws, which may be applicable. 
 
Section 9. Administrative Procedure & Authority 

All requests for new streetlights shall be made to authorized individuals.  The following 
criteria must be considered in evaluation of requests for new streetlights. 

In order to have proper standing to file an application, the applicant must be a legal 
resident of and/or own property in the town. The applicant shall include all information 
as required on forms provided by the City. All requests for a street light(s) shall be 
reviewed for final approval by the City Council. The decision of the City Council shall be 
based on the results of a preliminary review by the Engineering Department and a 
recommendation from the Advisory Traffic and Safety Board. Application forms are 
available at the City Office. The Engineering Department shall provide assistance to the 
applicant in filling out the application form. 

It shall be the responsibility of the City of Rochester Hills’ Department of Public Service 
and Engineering to respond to requests for new streetlights.  The Engineering Department 
shall authorize individuals to be responsible to accept, process, and respond to such 
requests. 



Further, The City of Rochester Hills’ Engineering Department shall establish a formal 
relationship with Detroit Edison to ensure that streetlight work orders are accepted only 
through officially authorized persons. 

9.A. Advisory Traffic and Safety Board Review 
It shall be the responsibility of the Advisory Traffic and Safety Board to review all 
applications for a street light(s). The applicant shall submit a written application to the 
City’s Engineering Department for consideration and review by the Advisory Traffic and 
Safety Board. The Engineering Department shall complete the review of the application 
for accuracy and completeness prior to being presented to the Advisory Traffic and 
Safety Board. It, is the responsibility of the applicant to verify and provide proof, if 
necessary, to the accuracy of all of the submitted information. The final review shall be 
completed within ninety (90) days after the application is deemed complete by the 
Advisory Traffic and Safety Board. An application determined to be incomplete shall be 
returned to the applicant with the deficiencies noted in writing. It is the responsibility of 
the applicant to obtain another date on the Advisory Traffic and Safety Board agenda for 
corrected application consideration. When the Advisory Traffic and Safety Board 
completes its review of the application and makes a recommendation, a copy of the 
application, along with supporting documentation, shall be forwarded to the City Council. 
The Engineering Department shall notify the applicant in writing of its findings and the 
Advisory Traffic and Safety Board’s recommendation.    
 
9.B. City Council Review 
It shall be the responsibility of the City Council to review all applications for streetlights. 
The review will be conducted for all applications presented to the Advisory Traffic and 
Safety Board over the previous submittal period.   
 
In considering approval of an application, the City Council shall consider the comments 
of the Advisory Traffic and Safety Board. The materials submitted by the Engineering 
Department and Advisory Traffic and Safety Board shall be reviewed for accuracy. A 
priority list shall be compiled based on the necessity of each request as it pertains to the 
safety and welfare of the City.  The number of streetlights to be funded will be 
determined by the amount of funds appropriated for that purpose at the regular City 
Council Budge Meeting. Pending applications will be considered in the next funding 
cycle. 
 
9.C. Other Responsibilities 
After final approval of the list of street light locations, other local officials may proceed 
with arrangements for ordering the necessary services and materials for completing the 
work, as soon as the appropriation has been approved at a Regular City Council Meeting. 
That process will be carried out consistent with local procedure for other local public 
improvements projects. The decision on the type of streetlight to be sited shall consider 
cost, energy efficiency, and consistency with the general character of the neighborhood. 
The final decision on the type of streetlight to be sited is subject to approval of the City 
Council, with comments by the Engineering Department and Advisory Traffic and Safety 
Board to be considered. 



 
Section 10. Definitions 
Any word not otherwise defined shall have its ordinary meaning. 
 
Section 11. Appeals 
Aggrieved parties to the decision by the Advisory Traffic and Safety Board and/or the 
City Council cannot be appealed.  Aggrieved parties may take appeals to a court of 
competent jurisdiction. 
 
Section 12. Construction, Operations & Maintenance Funding 
Detroit Edison shall construct, operate and maintain all street lighting installations for the 
City.  Costs associated with the construction, operations and maintenance shall be borne 
by the City for street lighting that is installed due to traffic warrants being satisfied. 
 
When the requesting parting pursues the installation of street lights that are deemed to be 
aesthetic in nature and do not meet warrants, the costs associated with the construction, 
operations and maintenance of the street lighting shall be borne entirely by the requester, 
i.e. homeowner’s association or residents of affected area. 
 
When the costs are to be borne by the requesting party, the costs will be spread evenly to 
the residents and assessed to their property taxes. 

All street lighting expenditures must conform with approved budgets.  The City has 
limited funds available for the placement of street lights, therefore, it is necessary to fund 
those requests which demonstrate the most urgent need and provide the greatest public 
benefit. 

Section 13. Design Standards & Guidelines 
 
The intent is for the City to utilize standard guidelines for the effective and affordable 
management of lighting of the public streets and roads in the City of Rochester Hills. 
 
The City will not use “specific illumination warrants” to determine whether lighting is to 
be provided.  An investigation is conducted by the City’s Engineering Department 
utilizing engineering judgment of local conditions, considering such factors as 
availability of funding, traffic and accident data, roadway characteristics / conditions, 
etc., in determining when and where lighting is to be provided.  The investigation into 
reviewing street lighting warrants is based on AASHTO’s Guide “An Informational 
Guide for Roadway Lighting.”  When a lighting system designed and installed by the 
City is removed due to a road construction project, it usually will be replaced as part of 
the new construction.  
 

2.                 To establish consistent warrants to evaluate and respond to requests for new 
street light installations within the City of Rochester Hills. 



3.                 To establish consistent warrants to evaluate the repair or removal of vandalized 
lights. 

4.                 To establish consistent warrants to evaluate the upgrading of older less efficient 
fixtures and subsequent removal of existing lights due to redundancy created by 
the new fixture. 

5.                 Establish consistent warrants to evaluate the efficiency and effectiveness of 
existing street lighting. 

 
 

5.2. TRAFFIC SAFETY CONDITIONS

5.2.A  Roadway structures must be visible to vehicular traffic and shall be 
evaluated.   

  Example: bridges, guardrails, and other permanent roadway 
infrastructure. 

 
5.2.B Roadway geometry can be considered in evaluation of a streetlight 

request, however, geometry on its own is not a sufficient warrant for 
approval of a streetlight request.  The geometry must pose a specific 
nighttime traffic hazard.  Where signage is posted for changes in the 
expected traveled way, and it is deemed by the Authority that signage 
alone is insufficient for nighttime traffic safety; a request for lighting may 
be evaluated. 
Example: intersections, and other significant changes in the expected 
traveled way. 
  

5.2.C Adjacent land uses which generate vehicular and pedestrian traffic which 
surpasses the regular volume of nighttime traffic in the area shall be 
evaluated. 
Example: schools, churches, fire stations, commercial establishments, 
municipal recreational areas.  

  
5.2.D Locations of traffic accidents, where the proximate cause of any such 

accident was apparently, after police investigation, determined to be due, 
either in whole or in part, to inadequate street lighting shall be evaluated. 

  
5.2.E  Pedestrian infrastructure shall be evaluated. 

Example: sidewalks, intersections of sidewalks with public streets and 
roads; pedestrian underpasses, crosswalks.  

5.2.F Distribution and density of existing lighting shall be evaluated.  No 
new streetlight shall be installed within a distance of 180 feet of an 
existing streetlight, as measured along the utility pole line of the 
road.  This criteria will prevent the installation of consecutive 
lights where they are not warranted by other criteria in this section. 



5.2.G It is necessary to set forth a rational means for determining the overall need for 
each request for street lighting in the City of Rochester Hills based on factors such as, but 
not limited to, traffic volumes, speed limit, road conditions, accident rates, pedestrian 
safety, roadside parking conditions, adjacent development patterns, number of curb cuts, 
and degree of existing lighting. 

 

PART 3 - SCOPE
  
A streetlight is intended to provide illumination on the public streets or roads within the City of 
Rochester Hills in order to aid in the safe and orderly movement of vehicular traffic within the 
traveled way and pedestrian traffic on city maintained pedestrian infrastructure.   
  
The City of Rochester Hills’ streetlights are installed exclusively to illuminate public streets and 
roads and pedestrian infrastructure.  Any secondary benefit such as perceived personal security; 
or the lighting of yards, driveways or private property is considered coincidental.  Furthermore, it 
is beyond the capability of The City of Rochester Hills to provide street lighting on public streets 
and roads for pedestrian traffic where no pedestrian infrastructure exists. 
  

Inclusions: The scope of this policy is limited to street lighting that illuminates public 
streets and roads and pedestrian infrastructure as defined here: 

1.                 Within the public street right-of-way of City public streets or 
roads that are owned and fully maintained by the City of Rochester 
Hills; 

Exclusions:  Excluded from this policy are: 

1.                 Streetlights that exclusively illuminate County and State roads; 

2.                  Lights that illuminate municipal parks, municipal facilities and 
outdoor space other than a public street or road. 

  

PART 6 - UPGRADE OF MERCURY VAPOR FIXTURES 

Where a Mercury Vapor fixture which has reached or exceeded it’s life expectancies, the 
fixture shall be replaced with a minimum 100 watt High Intensity Sodium fixture, as 
specified in Part 9. 

As streetlights are upgraded pursuant to this Part, the distribution and illumination from 
other lights in the area of the upgrade shall be evaluated in accordance with criteria for a 
new streetlight, Part 5 of this policy.  

 



PART 7 - REPAIR/REMOVAL OF VANDALIZED STREET LIGHTS 
Lights in certain areas are subject to repeated vandalism whereby it is no longer cost effective to 
absorb the repair costs to reinstate the light as well as bear the rental cost of a light that is no 
longer providing service. In such cases where a light is vandalized 2 or more times in a 12-month 
period it shall be considered for removal from service. 

PART 8 - EFFECTIVENESS
Lights that were installed for a specific purpose (i.e.: road hazard, adjacent infrastructure, etc.) 
whereby the original reason for installation is no longer applicable may be removed from service. 

PART 9 - STREETLIGHT STANDARD 

As a general rule, all new streetlights installed or replaced under this policy shall be a 
minimum of a 100W High Pressure Sodium Bulb in a long arm fixture oriented over the 
public street or road.  The existing utility pole infrastructure shall be used. 

PART 10  - LIGHTS OF CONVENIENCE 

The City of Rochester Hills often receives requests for lighting that has benefit primarily 
to private property.  Requests for installation of a streetlight for the sole purpose of 
lighting a private residential driveway where it leaves or joins the traveled way shall not 
be accepted within this policy.  Under this policy the illumination of a private driveway is 
considered to be a “light of convenience” and shall not be the responsibility of the City of 
Rochester Hills.  People requesting such a light shall be encouraged to investigate the 
benefits of private light rental. 
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